• UM Minute

• Discuss goals outlined in UM Assessment Committee Report (Wayne Freimund and Matt Riley)
  o The group discussed the data from the latest institutional assessment report card, focusing on goals such as graduation rates and student retention efforts and outcomes.

• Discuss goals outlined in President’s State of the University Address (Mark LoParco, Kevin Krebsbach, Scott Whittenburg)
  o Scott Whittenburg reviewed the main points of the President’s address and commented on possible items that will require planning and budgeting for FY 17 and beyond.

• Discuss the status of priorities for FY16 and 17 outlined in UM Strategic Plan (all)
  o Provost Brown reviewed the working document version of the UM strategic plan.

• Discuss FY17 initiatives submitted to UPC by Academic Affairs
  o Provost Brown reviewed the initiatives submitted to the Planning Committee from Academic Affairs.